Wren  Feathers

The Japanese Dollhouse: Week 2
Windows, doors, shelves, cabinets
As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this
blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission. If you sell things made from this pattern I’d
appreciate credit for the pattern design. These instructions assume you are an adult with knowledge of how to use
woodworking tools and materials safely. If that’s not the case, please find someone to help you! 
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from: http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com

Last week we made the “bones” of the dollhouse. Here’s how it fits together to store…

And here’s one possible arrangement

Barred windows
These windows are traditional exterior windows in farm houses and tea houses. They filter the light while permitting air
circulation. My husband says that with the dark stain, it looks like a jail window. Yours might look better stained a
lighter color. You can also make little shoji windows following those instructions for the door.

Shoji
In my one concession to the wonderful woodworking precision in Japan, I decided to slot my shoji frames together. This
is made much easier if you masking tape them all together and cut the slots at once using a miter box.
Cut all your wood using the templates, tape together, cut slots halfway through the wood. Use a file to refine your cuts.

If done properly, the vertical and horizontal strips will sort of snap together, being flat on the bottom. Glue the strips
together in the slots, make the outside frame, then glue parchment or real Japanese paper to the back.
It’s helpful to do gluing on plastic wrap placed over the template, so you can use masking tape as clamps, taping directly
to the template.

Shoji door template – should print 3.5”x6.75”

For an easier version, you can reduce the number of wood slats

Shoji installation
If you’re doing a room box and chose not to cut out openings, just glue in place! My shoji are on a double track so they
can move independently and overlap a little. The track is open at the outer edge so they’re completely removable too.

My tracks are made from strips of wood, using what I had on hand. They’re expensive and hard to find, but you can buy
tracks with grooves pre-cut, and if you know someone with a router or dremel tool they might be able to help you
construct one-piece tracks. Make the floor track first, using strips just slightly wider than your doors as spacers and very
thin (1/16”) wood to separate.

The upper track is trickier, and needs to be made first on a flat surface, then glued into place. It’s not visible here, but I
added an extra block on the upper part at the right, since there was limited surface area to glue the track in

Fusuma
These are a little bit smaller than the pattern because I used 3”-wide 1/8” thick basswood I had on hand. You can see
that means a) there’s a little bit of a gap and b) they’re not wide enough to overlap so they’re done with a single track at
top and bottom. As with the shoji, the tracks are open at the edge in case you want to remove/change them.
Obviously, double tracks are an option here too, as is gluing the doors to the wall if this is a roombox.

Because the doors are painted and I worried the paint would rub off on the walls, I added an extra strip to my track
against the wall.

Fusuma template – cut from 1/8” basswood or plywood

Chigai Dana
This can be as simple as just shelves, or they can have cabinets above and below them also. Since the cabinets are so
small, it’s probably not all that useful to make them actually able to open and close. Mine are made on double tracks
similar to the shoji, but feel free to just glue yours in place to make them easier to construct.

Tatami

In a perfect world, everything would have aligned perfectly and all the tatami would be exactly the same. Sadly I lack
that perfection and had to measure the room and modify my tatami measurements slightly to make them fit.
Realistic tatami can be made out of woven placemats made from natural materials. Put masking tape or iron-on
interfacing on the back to prevent them from unweaving, then cut to the appropriate size and finish with bias.
There are printable ones here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/bleet2kaj0btuet/tatami.pdf?dl=0
Unlike with my sewing patterns, for this one make sure you check the “shrink to fit” box

The Veranda
This is a vital element for outdoor scenes in warmer months. It’s not glued on, so it can be placed as shown or on the
opposite side of the house by the shoji.

